
DIRECT MOUNT SOLUTIONS,  PDE FUNCTIONALITY





 

SIMPLIFIED,  CAPABLE,  SHIPPABLE SEE MORE:

WATCH PRODUCT
PRESENTATION 
VIDEO ONLINE

MOUNT DIRECTLY ONTO THE ROOF

pde-group.com

ROOF RACK SYSTEM ROOF BAR SYSTEM

The market asked for simplified roof solutions that are accessible 
to more users. We listened - but we did it the PDE way.



BUILT TO LAST
Made in anodised aluminum, DMRack roof rack is corrosion-free and 
resists any weather conditions.
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FAST DELIVERY,  EASY MOUNT,
IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE
PDE is a brand known to answer to the specific needs of the LCV-based 
workplace. Filling out our full scope of solutions - DirectMount (DM) offers PDE 
engineering, quality and adaptability in a simplified package that doesn’t require 
a specialist to mount to your vehicle. DMRack is our “all in one” solution that is 
fixed to your vehicle in only few steps and can be equipped with all the PDE 
accessories you need for your specific job.

3-YEAR WARRANTY
Prime Design Europe guarantees its products against material and 
production defects for a period of 3 years. 

ECO FRIENDLY &  FUEL-EFFICIENT
Light-weight aluminum and aerodynamic design reduce fuel 
consumption and wear. 100% recyclable materials.

ADAPTABLE TO YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS
Always includes rear roller to help you load material onto the roof 
easily. Additional multifunctional accessories can be added to 
enable fast and safe transport of material and ladders on daily jobs.

EASY & FAST INSTALLATION
Developed to be assembled in a few steps and fitted directly to the 
existing roof mounting points in record time.



DMRack is easily added to any model of vehicle thanks to its fully modular design.

 

We provide the correct number of 
mountings to fit your vehicle's existing 
fixed points.

1.  THE DM MOUNT
Side rail length is optimal for each 
vehicle and provides maximum strength 
and perfect load capacity. They are 
finished with ABS for a sleek 
professional look and include rear 
reflective end caps to enhance safety.

2. ALUMINUM SIDE RAILS
You will receive the appropriate number 
of crossbars for your vehicle roof. PDE 
strongest Construction crossbars are 
automatically shipped for medium and 
big LCVs to support heaviest payloads. 
More crossbars can be added at any 
time.

3. CROSSBAR SYSTEM
A full-width roller comes standard to 
make loading and unloading safer and 
easier while protecting your DMRack 
and vehicle.

4. REAR ROLLER INCLUDED

A  MODULAR SYSTEM
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*DO NOT EXCEED THE MAXIMUM ROOF LOAD SPECIFIED FOR YOUR VEHICLE.



FITS ANY SIZE VEHICLES
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5. SPLIT SYSTEM CONNECTOR

DMRack side rails for longer vehicles are delivered in sections that are 
united with a quick connect system to speed its assembly while lowering 
transport costs with a smaller compact box.
The split system connector also includes an aluminum plate to ensure 
its robustness.
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The DMBars system comes with a minimum of 2 to 6 bars. More bars 
can be added subject to your vehicle’s number of fixing points.

 

Same mounting as DMRack, directly using 
the roof mounting points. This system comes 
with a minimum of 2 bars for smaller LCVs 
and up to 6 bars for longer ones. Additional 
bars can be purchased should the vehicle 
have additional fixing points.

1.  THE DM MOUNT
Our aluminum crossbars are fabricated from our 
engineered extrusions, designed and produced 
in our own factories and are supplied with a 
rubber profile on top to prevent cargo from 
slipping. ABS end caps complete their sleek 
professional look.

2. ENGINEERED CROSSBARS
Our original design, rubberised cargo 
stops are a useful accessory that can be 
added to your base model DMBars.

3. ADJUSTABLE CARGO STOPS
Outfit your DMBars with accessories
that make daily tasks safer and save
time and stress. 

4. FUNCTIONAL ACCESSORIES

THE ADAPTABLE BAR SYSTEM
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SEE MORE:

WARNING LIGHT MOUNTING BRACKET
Brackets to install beacons and strobe lights on the side of 
your DirectMount solution.

ALUMINUM CONDUIT TUBES
Lockable on both sides, squared (125mm) and from 2 to 6 m 
long, conduit tubes are mounted onto the crossbars with two 
omega brackets. Shipped by default in sections for easy and 
fast delivery (1-piece only available for all sizes on demand).

PLATFORM
Aluminum ribbed profiles to be mounted on top of the 
DMRack roof crossbars to form a platform.
*Not compatible with DMBars.

ADAPTABLE CARGO STOPS
Attach our rubberised cargo stops at any point on a crossbar 
to keep your cargo in place and adjust it easily at any time to 
fit your needs.
You can also use its shaped loop to fasten a strap.

NO DRILLING REAR LADDER
Our light, aluminum rear door ladder can be mounted by one 
person without any drilling, avoiding damage to the vehicle. 
Extremely secure, the ladder holds heavy weight with no 
hazard movement while driving or climbing.

pde-group.com

Accessories+ allows you to set up DMRack or DMBars for your specific job. 
All products are made from 100% aluminum and ABS.

REAR ROLLER
Additional accessory for DMBars (included by default with 
DMRack), allows workers to (un)load material more easily 
onto the roof and to protect vehicle from possible damages 
during these operations.



Our direct mount system makes PDE performance accessible to any buyer. This product can meet the quantity volumes required to outfit a fleet or 
be a smart solution for an individual looking to use it professionally as well as for personal use. Its modularity makes it quick to adapt to new LCV 
models and easy to deliver.

ADVANTAGES

A 360°  MARKET SOLUTION

get in touch: pde-group.com

Simple and intuitive installation.
Specialist not required to install.

1.  EASY TO MOUNT
Rapidly delivered to any European location.

4. EASY TO DELIVER – LOGISTICS

Can be installed on most vehicle models in the market.
2. LCV FIT

Perfect solutions for companies and people who are 
looking for a secured solution to carry materials on the 
roof of their LCV with the minimum installation effort. 
(Consult us for customised solutions).

3. “ALL-IN-ONE” SOLUTION
Fantastic price / quality relation both for professionals and end consumers.
Entry level price in PDE range of solutions.

6. AFFORDABLE

Long lifespan.
PDE quality.

5. HIGH QUALITY





EXPLORE OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE

Prime Design Europe BV
Tel. +32 (0)16 22 60 99
sales@pde-group.com

pde-group.com

BELGIUM
Bietenweg 22, 
3300 Tienen

BULGARIA
ul. "Dolo" 19, 1298 kv.
Trebich, Sofia

DENMARK
Baldersbuen 21, 
2640 Hedehusene

ABOUT PDE AND OUR
AWARD-WINNING PRODUCTS  

Prime Design Europe is one of the leading manufacturers of rook rack systems and 
interior protection products for LCVs. We develop and manufacture innovative and 
patented product lines (AluRack®, ErgoRackTM) with the aim to ease professionals’ 
daily tasks while making their safety and their health our number one priority. We are 
constantly improving our solutions to  adapt to market needs and newest vehicles.

Prime Design Europe distributes its roof racks, ladder racks, LCV accessories and 
protection solutions through partners and automotive specialists in Europe, and 
constantly seeks for new alliances in the market. Our facilities in Belgium, Denmark and 
Bulgaria support customers and dealers locally. Design, manufacturing, and assembly is 
carried out where our significant warehouse capacity allows for prompt deliveries.

Prime Design is a partner of the Austrian initiative for safe transport: 
www.sicher-transport.eu

Prime Design Europe has been selected and an official partner of the 
‘Van Excellence Code’ that aims to enhance standards of van operator 
compliance.

With our ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 quality management 
system, we guarantee the highest standards are applied to the sales 
and distribution of our products. We have defined the appropriate 
benchmarks for each step in the production and order process. This 
allows us to evaluate the quality of the work we deliver on an ongoing 
basis.

Prime Design Europe roof racks are protected by patents.

Advanced roof rack solutions.

Advanced roof bar solutions.

Ergonomic ladder carrier with lateral deployment.

Ladder carrier with rear deployment (electric option available).

Floor and side panel protection solutions. Premium glass and window carrier (interior & exterior options).
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